SUNDAY MORNING PANEL - Industry Academia Careers
HEAD PANELIST: DR. TOMEK KOTT, Research Scientist at University Affiliated Laboratory, DR. AMY LYTLE, Tenure-track Professor at 4 yr college, DR. SERGEY NOVIKOV, Research and Development at Industrial Company, DR. ANDREW ZWICKER, Government Sponsored Laboratory, DR. ADEBANJO ORI-ADE, Non-tenure track professor at research institution — This one-hour session will include speakers from various industries and academy with job descriptions ranging across basic RD, industry, government, and teaching. The session will discuss personal perspectives on careers in physics and the future of these positions. Questions the panel will address include: What scientific questions have you been able to pursue? How did you find your job? What are definitions of success in your line of work? What skills have you found most useful from your undergraduate and graduate work? A general question and answer session will conclude the session.
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